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Poets have Muses, so why not a humble Editor? Poetic muses are of
the white goddess variety, sort of floaty and ethereal; I’d settle for one
looking something like Julia Roberts, or Audrey Hepburn. But I must
confess that I haven’t needed one so far, and the mass of Journal
material you’ve submitted has been inspiration enough. This editorial
must be part thanks, part apology and part explanation, and all are
important for future editions. Intimidated at take-over from Jonathan,
I targeted several members with imploring, coercing, begging and
cajoling  nagmails. They - you - responded so generously that I had
severe technical problems.... the stuff of editorial dreams and not
nightmares..... far too much material. Hence my Thanks for the glut of
contributions and my Apologies that some had to be held over for this
edition. Cramming so much into our Journal involves shrinking the
print to 10pt. which for A4 invokes twin columns. And  we run into
cost conflicts, juggling extra pages, better paper for the smaller print
and worthwhile photographs, postal weight limits and envelope
thickness. Although there were technical difficulties printing  journal
302 (and hence the poor quality graphics) this will not be a problem
again, and my initial (considerable) fears over the editorship have
become genuine pleasure in its technicalities. Give me your
contributions and I’ll do my best to give you a quality journal in return.
But I am still on the learning curve, and all too fallible, so please bear
with me as we move into a new year, a new volume, new page
numbering, the start of  a new index, and a shiny new Email address:
wessexeditor@streamcotts.eclipse.co.uk. 

Your feedback is very welcome. Our emblem is back on the cover
where he belongs and your photographs have better captions. I promise
not to revert to Arial, and  will consider the new Times Modern. While
I ask for (plead, beg, implore -  and appreciate.) photographic
contributions, not all are suitable for monochrome reproduction:
contrast in Greyscale can be a problem, so if your masterpiece isn’t
published, please don’t take umbrage. Send me more and I will find
one to include! This Journal introduces a couple of new features. Our
senior members will see that Cheramodytes has risen from the dead:
the most welcome ghost of Oliver Lloyd  back to inform and entertain
us medically, and I now have a Molephone.

A “Molephone” is a (very) low frequency device for acquiring cave
information. It is simple to use. Just input any and all data to
wessexeditor@streamcotts.eclipse.co.uk. He has the special
programmes (which confer anonymity, pass scandals but  filter libels)
to process and convert the raw codes. 

mailto:wessexeditor@streamcotts.eclipse.co.uk
mailto:wessexeditor@streamcotts.eclipse.co.uk.
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Journal Binding   Phil Hendy will soon be arranging binding of the last volume of the Journal.  If
anyone wishes their copy to be bound at the same time, please let him have it asap (at least let him
know).  Copies should be dis-bound (ie. unstapled) and in the order required for binding.  This will be
black, with gold lettering and dragon embossed on front cover.
Note that the last issue of the Journal was inadvertently carried on as volume 28.  The current issue
forms the first number of Vol. 29.  A new Index to Vol. 28 has been prepared, to include the last edition.

Harry Stanbury Harry Stanbury (who founded the BEC), was the oldest member of the Wessex. Sadly,
he died on 15 December, aged 90. An obituary and appreciation will appear in the next Journal. 

Cave Purchases In an extraordinary and welcome development, Cavers have been buying caves to
safeguard them for cavers. Christine and Graham Price (Cerberus) have bought Withybrook Slocker and
Parfitts Cave. Wayne Starsmore (Wessex) has bought Cuckoo Cleeves. It is rumoured, too, that Chris
Binding has bought Glebe (??) Swallet, from Willie Stanton.

Cuckoo Cleeves.  
Over the weekend of 6-7  January, CSCC  (Wessex CC, Cheddar CC, Mendip CG and Axbridge CG)th

helped Wayne Starsmore to fit a new concrete ring and lid to the entrance.  Conditions were utterly
squalid.  When the weather improves, the depression will be given a new stock-proof fence.
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Longwood Valley Sink The Atlas diggers have rebuilt the entrance gate. The Longwood / Rhino key
fits the CCC padlock. 

CCC Padlocks Both Longwood and Rhino padlocks can cause problems. The padlocks are fully
serviceable. The secret is to insert the key and push it home.... and then push it just a shade further. A
slight click will reveal that it is fully engaged. It is all too easy to miss this final millimeter or so of
insertion, and also all too easy to bend the keys trying to force the issue. 

Pinney Sleight Farm. The farmer is very happy for anyone to park in his yard while visiting GB or
Charterhouse. Just put £1 through the letter box of the bungalow. The kids have this for their Sunday ice-
cream fund.

Challenges confront us all.  The future is unknown. The past gives us some certainty and can be used
to guide us. The Wessex has been pleased to welcome eight new members to the club since the A.G.M.
This would appear a "Growing" trend. I trust that the receipt of existing members' subscriptions, due in
by now, will reinforce this thought.

The strength of the body of this Club is its members and the diversity of individual characters it contains.
Just as the Dragon, as the Club Emblem, has many different parts, it is the coming together of these
many different individuals that makes the Club "Glow".  The Dragon in times past served as a symbol
of independence, leadership and strength. These are all important attributes of our Club today.

Dragons also represented wisdom. The challenges of all that caving involves are met individually and
in groups. We sometimes need to wisely consider these challenges together to find a workable way
forward.  This enables us to maintain and consolidate our strength as a club.

The Club Journal provides an essential link between us all, to share our views and experiences, and
maintain a cohesive view of the future.  I am pleased to see that so many of you have responded to our
Editor's request for input for the Journal. This will go a long way towards keeping our Dragon strong.

I wish you all the best for the future!  Tuska

We welcome the following new members. 
Chris Davies.  14 Twickenham Way, Chippenham, Wilts. SN15 1TF 
Charlotte Kemp Edge End, Blackberry   Hill, Stapleton, Bristol. BS16 1DB 
Anton Perring, 15 Mannington Park, Swindon, Wilts. SN2 2EJ 
Matt Smith, 31 Atlantic Crescent, Low Edges, Sheffield, Yorks. S8 7FW 
Andrew Moon, Yarrow Hey, Baltonsborough, Glastonbury, Somerset. BA6 8QX
Steven Turner, Old Burford Farm, Pilton, Shepton Mallet, Somerset. BA4 4PA  
Claire Morton, 16 Franklyn Street, St. Pauls, Bristol. BS2 9LD 
Sue Bonar, 70 Moulder Street, Orange, NSW 2800, Australia. 

Return to Upper Pitts ..................................   Claire Morton.

I drove nervously to the pub that night. My housemates

thought I was crazy, driving to the middle of nowhere, to a

pub where I might know no-one, but I had an unexpectedly

free night and suddenly found myself doing something I'd

thought about for years.
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I walked in to the bar. Roger nodded at me, and took my

order, not commenting on the long absence. I peered

nervously around for a friendly face, but saw no-one I

recognised.

"Are you looking for someone?" A blonde girl, standing by

the bar had noticed me.

"Yes, members of the Wessex?" I replied hopefully.

As a member of Kent Uni's caving club we'd stayed at

Upper Pitts every time we came to the Mendips. Mike York,

hut warden, had befriended us. Wessex members taught us

stupid games late on Sat nights, and Jonathan Williams

often caved with us. Consequently on graduation one of our

club had found two willing Wessex members to sign him in,

and since then we'd all shifted across to the Wessex as age

got the better of us. I had never even considered joining

another club.

But I lived in Canterbury, and worked weekends, and the

caving trips dwindled and faltered and my membership

lapsed. And then I moved to Bristol but had no job – got a

job, but no car, got a car but I didn't even own all my own

kit and didn't know where to borrow from and then all of a

sudden I had been away so long I wasn't sure how I could

go back.

Until that Friday night. 4 years after my last caving trip here

I was, in the Hunters, talking to a friendly girl who turned

out to be Ann Vanderplank, (a Wessex member) there with

her parents (Wessex members) and their friends (more

Wessex members). So not as difficult to find as I'd thought..

we got chatting and Jude invited me to go caving with her,

and could lend me a helmet and light. I drove home excited.

Maybe I could go caving once a month, or every couple of

months from now on. I was glad at the thought.

A week later I went down Eastwater with Jude and Helen,

and then Swildons' to Sump 1 in the afternoon with Jude.

Lowering myself into Eastwater's entrance, I felt at home.

The muddy damp smell of the air, the feel of hands on rock

smoothed by hundreds of cavers, eyes re-adjusting to the

gloom of underground, the eeiry quietness: sensations as

familiar to me as walking down my street. I don't think I

stopped smiling, except to concentrate as I tried to

remember where your hands go, and what you do with your

feet. Leaving Swildons' later that afternoon, I was

exhausted. Everything ached, and I re-experienced the best

caving feeling of all – of being out, in the sunshine, and

knowing that hot showers, a cup of tea and chocolate were

only a short walk away.

And that was it – since then I've been underground at least

once a week. I've re-met all my old friends, and caught up

on the news: Jonathan and Cathy getting married, Vern and

Rosie having a baby. I've made a new bunch more,

especially the ever growing group of Wednesday night

cavers. I've been encouraged and invited to bring my Bristol

friends caving, and found a real pleasure in doing so. I know

the Wessex members I cave with will always cave to the

ability of the most novice member, and never complain

about the time it takes us to get to Sump 1 and back. I know

they'll lend kit gladly and look after and support my friends

in a way I don't feel confident to do by myself yet. And

everyone I've introduced to caving and to the club has loved

it, some of them becoming members themselves.

So my thanks to the Wessex members, and posthumously to

Yorkie , who befriended and caved with me 9 years ago,

and to those who made it so easy to return 2 months ago.

And if you, like I once did, read this journal thinking "I just

feel like I've been away so long, and I don't know how to

come back" then let me reassure you that nothing has

changed at Upper Pitts, nor at The Hunters (Roger probably

still knows which is your tankard), and coming back you'll

feel like maybe you never really went away. Claire

Being underground is inherently safer than being above it.

Comprehensive statistics are hard to come by for the UK as

a whole, but in Swildons, for example, the incidence of

death or serious injury from car, rail or air crashes is

comfortingly low, and it’s unlikely to catch fire.

Nevertheless there are medical hazards associated with

caving: infectious diseases, to name but a few. Since some

of the less socially desirable of these can only be caught

while undressed, caving again confers considerable safety

as a cold, wet, muddy oversuit provides almost perfect

protection. Even so, there some unusual diseases hanging

around down there, and if you go caving in exotic places,

some of the available ailments can be mildly exotic too.

Like Rabies. Not that you would like Rabies, which shares

with Syphilis and Leprosy a past infamy of being (a)

incurable and (b) 100% fatal. Lucky us that neither (a) nor

(b) are true today. The advent of scientific medicine makes

rabies control possible, not by cure but by prevention. Once

visible symptoms have developed, the mortality rate is

almost 100 per cent. Very few people are known to have

survived a rabies infection. The Rabies hazard can affect

cavers because it is carried by bats. You have to be bitten *

by a rabid bat to get rabies. Bats, like all other infected

animals, go mad in the final stages, so the probability of you

being attacked are vanishingly small, but in 2002, a bat

enthusiast in Scotland was the first person to die of

UK-acquired rabies since1902 after being bitten by an

infected bat **.  Don’t be tempted to pick up a bat, flapping

helplessly and  wildly on the ground. Were you to receive

a bat bite, in an area known to have endemic rabies, then

you should kill and keep the bat (the corpse can be tested)

and get yourself the appropriate treatment pronto. If an

animal bites you,  administer normal first aid. It is vital to

wash the wound thoroughly with copious amounts of soap

or antiseptic and water.

* There is, however, solid medical evidence (in the USA)

that at least two people have been  saliva droplet infected by
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breathing the air in caves inhabited by rabid bats. 

** The UK is considered to be rabies free;  it is not endemic

in the bat population, and there is considerable mystery

about this case.

The inability to recognize a potential infection, in contrast

to a bite from a dog for example, leads to a lack of proper

prophylactic treatment, and is the cause of the high

mortality rate for bat bites.

Extracting from the Upper Pitts log, and the diary entries on the Wessex Web-Site can be difficult.
It would be far easier and more accurate if you would, please, put the date of the trip, the names
of the participants, and identify yourself as the author. 

Saturday 02 November 2006  North Hill Swallet Matt and

Fiona

8am start to catch the best of the sun for the long walk to the

entrance!!!  Hangover still hanging when   reached the

bottom of the entrance shaft. This wonderful place is the

best cure for a very bad hangover. I suggested. I said as we

turned onto our bellies for the flat crawl, don’t worry you

can bring it up at the end into the skips provided.  We

moved further in and then approached Rumble Plonk. Kit

sorted and the floor approached us quickly. Some more

grunts and the end of the cave was in sight. I said, handing

the nice blue skip to Matt, it’s all yours, fill it if you can.

Today there was a particularly good strong Mendip farm

swallet smell to help with the dig. Digging was postponed

for a better day. Got out for tea and some bacon butties and

beer. Fiona. 

Saturday 18 November 2006.  Ogof Draenen. Clive

Westlake, Mike Thomas, Christine Grosart, Kevin Hilton,

John Beal, Charlie Reid-Henry.

Everyone as far as the low section, where Charlie ceased to

fit. Remainder of team then continued to W-o-W North to

admire some helectites in Sendero Luminosa and then a

brief wander into W-o-W South, the second largest passage

in Britain. Superb trip. 11 ½ hours. (????)

Saturday 18 November 2006  Shatter cave. Phil Hendy and

Brian Prewer

I started cementing rocks at the top of the drop the

streamway (just inside the entrance) to stabilize the loose

stones. Job about half done. Prew played with his camera in

shatter chamber. Ended the session by advising MRO

wardens (playing with rock damaging devices) and lent

them the wheelbarrow to carry their kit back to the car park.

Debriefed in the Hunters. Phil

Wednesday 22 November 2006   GB. Adrian, Jude, Rich,

Pauline, Charlotte, Claire, Jonathan, Geoff, Adam, Fiona,

Stu. 

Unusual detour in the dark to the entrance! Adam and

Pauline went down Mud Passage to the Gorge, to the top of

the waterfall. The others went down White Passage via the

Devil’s Elbow.  (????)

Saturday 25 November 2006. Tumbledown (Swildons 5)

Geoff, Adrian, Fiona, Stu, Pete Euford (guest digger)

Transported 30 metres of 35mm pipe to construct our

convection chimney at a later date. Removed 19 buckets of

spoil from the dig face - until the air got too bad. Water

levels were high, with Blue Pencil a W atergate producing

water into the streamway. A good trip although our guest

managed to break the bucket. Stu

25 November 2006 Swildons Big Stu, Hatstand, Jude,

Simon and others (see below).

Now don't all yawn, I know you've all done it loads before,

but Big Stu took me to Swildons today and we did the

following: Went to Mud Sump with Jude VdP to do some

bailing for a party that included Simon who were coming

through from Priddy Green Sink

Went to Sump 2, then back out via a route which included

Barnes Loop.

It should be noted that I have never been through Sump 1 or

in fact any other sump prior to this trip. I'm not entirely sure

I'll be adding it to my "goody I can't wait to do it again" list,

and many thanks to Stu for pulling my head up at the other

side and reminding me that I could breath again!

All in all a very satisfying day - Swildons was suitably wet.

Thanks to Stu and Judith, and commiserations to Simon for

having to go back later with a ladder.... ....if only he had

noticed before the 40p shower!!  Hatstand

25 November 2006 Swildons / Priddy Green Sink. Simon,

Kev, Ann, Clive & Dave, Big Stu,  Hatstand  and Jude.

Hatstand  and Jude dropped us a 20 ladder and bailed mud

sump for us. All very nice thank you very much and nothing

you don’t already know. 

HOWEVER  (It might as well come from me......)

We left Kev and Ann in some dig around cowsh aven and

came across Stu and Hatstand at the 20. Brilliant! 

Some time later Kev arrived at the 20 and says to Ann...

"Ear Ann, there's no ladder"

Ann says...

"Spect Simon forgot about us and took it out"

Kev quite rightly, for we all know it to be true, says...

"Dont be stupid, Simon would never do such a ridiculous

thing"
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M EAN W H ILE W H ILST IN THE W ESSEX

SHOWERS

Stu says "Er, how's Kev getting up the 20 then?"

I say... "Up the ladder obviously"

Stu says... "What...... This ladder?"

SO

Cold kit back on, I ran back with the ladder and raced down

to find Kev at the top of the 20 having just climbed it for the

first time. Bloody waste of effort - If he'd have spent more

time digging he'd could have climbed the ladder!

ANYWAY

I'd just like to blame Clive for the whole incident as it was

he who carried the ladder out of the cave - I'd have never

done something so stupid !!!

Simon Richardson  WCC Caving Secretary

LATER .........

Monday 27 November 2006

Hell's Teeth, Simon, you hand me this ladder so I

heroically carry it all the way from the Twenty....you really

can't expect someone with 46 years' caving experience

and a university education to think why....anyway, what's

all the fuss about?........last time I derigged someone down

a cave - Oxlow Cavern, 9th January,1966 - the guy didn't

emerge till thirty hours later. Clive

10 December 2006  Giant’s Hole   Jules and Fiona.

Had an excellent trip with Jules. Did the Crab Walk round-

trip. The water was great - really good cave. Fiona

12 December 2006   Swildons Pete Ganville, Ade, Jude,

Rich, Claire

Pete and sherpas went to South East Inlet, up to Sidcot U

Tube for Pete to take photos. Mud Sump needed quite a bit

of bailing. Pete and Ade dived the U Tube. Vern decided to

wait “As they’d be quicker than everyone doing the round-

trip”. Rich, Claire and Jude did the short round-trip. Very

enjoyable, lots of ducks, no problem with the Birthday

Squeeze, got back to streamway, checked Tratmans to find

the others had left. So caved back up to South East inlets

again. Found Vern who wasn’t cold any more and had

stopped shivering. We were just about to bail the sump and

go hunting when Pete and Ade re-emerged. Vern and I

headed out with Pete’s bag, followed by Jude and Rich

(caught us up at the 20). Ade and Pete followed a bit slower

as Pete’s battery died, and his spare was in the bag Vern

had, and Jude’s was with her. Really good trip, and ever so

glad for hot showers, tea and chocolate at UP. Ade thinks

that the mud bank at the far side of the sump has slumped a

bit. Claire

13 December 2006 Cuckoo Cleeves   Pete Hahn, Colin &

Aubrey.

Bit of a problem with the lid - covered in mud. Like several

other caves we’ve visited recently, Cuckoo Cleeves seems

to have stretched - got longer and tighter.

15 December 2006 Eastwater. Jane and Fiona.

Part of the short round-trip, Upper Traverse and through the

Hallelujah Hole. Back the same but some way down the

380' way, and a short way down Morton’s Pot. Fiona

16 December 2006 Hunters Lodge Jane and Fiona.

Had a good trip down Hunters Lodge to retrieve electric

cable from the bottom of Rocking Rudolf. Got most of it

out, but another trip needed to finish the job. Fiona

16 December 2006 Manor Farm Swallet We went there.

We was Me (????), Les and Claire. I still hate ladders. Les

says I'm not doing anything wrong but I'm sure my arms

aren't meant to scream "YOU B*****d" by the time I get to

the top.... ...not that you could hear them over the loud, and

not very good, singing!! We didn't find  NHASA Gallery

cause of a 6' bank of nasty looking foam. Claire discovered

that the battery falls out of your gloom if you whack your

head on a rock whilst climbing a nasty stinky rift and

everyone else has buggered off. (????)

22 December 2006 Ogof Draenan ????

Obviously we went into the wessex series but didn’t go

down the pitch, instead we went to a grotto lined with blue

helictities and flowstone cascading down an entire wall in

a 30ft high chamber.(take a right hand rift at Didgerydont

instead of going down  past Ponderosa stal chamber).

Routes devious into some narrow chossy rifts behind takes

you to the very memorable blue stal. No kidding its bright

cyan blue, about 3ft high, with a small bright blue

stalagmite below it. I understand its something to do with

the copper in the veins of rock.  Total trip 6.25 hrs Carmen

22 December 2006 Swildons John, Mike and Robert

Thomas.

Took Mike and Robert down Upper Swildons for their

Christmas presents. Robert’s first trip in Swildons. Very

enjoyable. 1 ½ hours in good water conditions. John

Thomas

23 December 2006 Eastwater Cavern  Rich, Jude, Geoff,

Clive and Claire.

Now Eastwater Cavern carries a reputation of being a hard,

nasty cave. Admittedly, in all the times I've been there, I've

never been able to stand up once, but I never thought it

deserved it's reputation. I *like* small, crawling, sporting,

squeezy caves where being pixie-ish is a bonus. What I

don't like are massive exposed climbs where you are

clinging to the wall of a rocky canyon by your fingertips,

certain doom below and not enough strength to go up.

Which is precisely which I no longer like Eastwater.

We entered the cave, squeezed through the woggle press,

which, so I've heard, a scout once died in. I was relieved to

learn he died because a boulder crushed him whilst he was

squeezing through, rather than he was stuck in it and no-one

could get him out so he died of starvation or whatever.

Tootled on downwards to the top of the Twin Verticals: two

10m ladder pitches. Now ladders are ok - climbing up and

down small aluminium bars attached with wires is fine. Sure

you sway a bit, but there's a rope and it's safe. I went first

and at the bottom discovered the ladder ran out before the

pitch did.  'Onwards' was a small gully in the side of the pot,

which I duly climbed into, unhooked the rope, and waited

for the tackle to be swung down to me.
Even having to reach out and grab it was fine. What wasn't

fine was crawling on my belly down this small gully,

dragging the ladder behind me, and realising that were my
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left leg to keep going in the direction it had been, both the

ladder and I would end up falling a very long way down.

And the nearest person to me was Clive, 5 metres away up

a ladder.

This was when I started being scared.

Anyway, I got down, had a thankful piece of crawling

before the next pitch, and this one I didn't go down first. Am

rather glad of that, because Rich pointed out how to get off

the ladder a metre or so above its end, at a tiny ledge in the

edge of the pit.. and once again, a wall-hugging climb down

to the next bit of floor.

I'm afraid the rest of the cave was rather overshadowed by

the thought that coming back required a nasty, exposed

climb, then reaching to get to the bottom of a free hanging

ladder. Twice.

Still, we went down the bottom, squeezed down to a dig

(once Rich had discovered there was a better way up),

climbed up 13 Pots. I slipped on one of them and fell - only

about 3 foot but enough to shake me a bit, and make me

lose confidence. Thankfully Geoff helped out with

footholds, and I was following Jude, so climbing the rest of

the pots were fine. The thought of climbing the Twin Verts

rose again in my mind....

And in actual fact, going up wasn't half as bad as I thought

it would be. I was life-lined from the bottom of the climbs

up to the ladder, and I didn't fall, or slip, or give up halfway

and sit there forever at the end of a rope. And I have a new

found appreciation for floor. Floor is great. It's steady and

firm, and beneath your feet and you can stand on it. I don't

think I've ever thanked God for floor before - I have been

remiss.

Going out, I was exhausted. I tried carrying a tackle sack

and failed to go anywhere with it. I don't remember much of

the last stretch, only Geoff being amazed I had room to turn

around and drag the tackle sack out the woggle press.

Outside the cave I just lay down for a while, once again

appreciating the beauty of floor.

In summary: a fantastic, fearful, frightening trip, which I'm

ever so glad I've done. Mainly because it won't be half so

bad the next time... Claire

27 December 2006 Swildons 5 (Tumbledown dig) Stu.

Solo trip.

Solo trip to take some bags down, and, of course, do a little

digging. Down to sump 2, Reg on bottle, tap on..... Bang

Bang Bang. Bollocks, the seating had gone in the first stage.

Stripped the second stage in case the “O” ring had gone

cleaned it all and re-assembled. But it wasn’t to be. The

Second stage continued to pop and free flow. Not to be

beaten I ditched the bottle and reg. Clipped the bags to my

harness and free dived 2 and 3. Having never done 4

without air I was slightly nervous, but after some wriggling

and left-and-right manoeuvres I made it through to the dig.

Dug for 1 ½ hours filling three large bags (to be

take out later). The air was exceptionally fresh and I

could have carried on digging had more bags been

available. At full reach with   crowbar, prodding the sandy

section at roof level the passage seems to be rising slightly

and the spoil is becoming very loose and nowhere as

compacted as previous sections.  5 Hours. Stu

30 December 2006.  Swildons (Blue Pencil). Jude, Rich,

Geoff, Nigel and Claire.

I asked to go to Blue pencil.  Stu and Ade reckon

Tumbledown will go sometime soon (that being the

technical term for the rare and miraculous day when a

blocked passageway you've been clearing out {'digging'}

turns into 500m of large streamway, leading all the way to

Wookey hole.) And I've said when Tumbledown goes I'll go

and see it, which means diving through sump 4 and either

going through Blue Pencil or diving through Sumps 2 and

3 as well.

Diving, clearly, is for nutters, so the more I learn of the dry

bypasses the better!

So we tootle off, down the streamway, up Tratman's

Temple, through mud sump after plenty of bailing (Nigel

was wearing a fleecy and an oversuit, not a wetsuit and cold

shock got to him), and on up to the top of Blue Pencil. Jude,

Rich and I went down - nice tight little crawl, coming out

onto a short pitch with a chain for handholds. Stomped up

to the other side of Sump 3 (wet) and down to Sump 4 (also

wet) and I decided free-diving any of them is a fool's game.

Back up Blue Pencil - Geoff was kindly bailing out the

Troubles and timing it so we'd get soaked on the way up.

Nigel was clearing out a lot of carbide which had been

dumped up there. Jude and Nigel went back via mud sump,

Geoff, Rich and I carried on through The Troubles (ducks)

and some more ducks and another duck and then down to

the landing, slid down the rope and up to Sump 1. I bashed

my head going through (too fast, aiming too high) and mad

panic set in.. oh how I dislike sumps. They are far scarier

than they deserve to be. Second go went straight through,

then a slow meander back as I was tired. Met up with Jude

and Nigel at the ladder. Every cave I do, I go further and so

I seem to be constantly exhausted on the way out.

As I was scrambling through some passage I decided that

cavers are mad. I'm not mad, and therefore, not a caver. I

just go caving sometimes.

I watched Gavin Newman's film 'Wookey exposed' on

Sunday, recognising with glee the three shots I’d been there

for the filming of. At one point the presenter, exhausted and

covered in mud from a tough gloopy crawl out of his last

dive says 'It's at this point I realise that playing a round of

golf is a perfectly acceptable way of spending Sunday

afternoon.' I think I feel that on every trip. Claire

31 December 2006 Crooks Peak.  Ali, Phil, Nigel Graham

Good look around Dennys Hole, all explored although Phil

did not fit through the corkscrew squeeze and the others

were stopped by the 4m drop into the terminal chamber.

Down to Sandy Cave, in and out, then Ali found a low

crawl into the cliff about 100m up the track from Sandy

near the top of the bank. Not Beeches Hole. Found “Supra

Sandy Cave” a low shelter with extensions to a low

chamber with smelly sheep bones. There are choked arches

and potential digs all along the bank. A pleasant afternoon

stroll to end the year and blow away the cobwebs of last

nights’ excesses. Phil

01 January 2007 Eastern Mendip Phil

Walk around Cooks Wood Quarry while it is still open.
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Stoke Lane Slocker in near flood conditions. Wandered into

Brown’s Hole, reputed to be housing a Daubentons Bat. If

so, it was hiding. Phil.

01 January, 2007.  OFD on New Years day.  Les, Simon,

Mr Places ( aka Chris), Big Stu, Mak, Dr Strangelove,

Dudley, Fiona, Mad Tom Shocked.

Nine of us met up at Penwyllt after struggling to find

anywhere open for breakfast other than Mac D’s in Merthyr.

The group split into two, Les, Simon, Big Stu, Mr Places

(aka Chris) in the first group and me, Mak, Dudley, Fiona

and her mad friend Tom in the second.

Les and Co. wanted to see Deja Rue. We decided to go to

see Moonlight chamber. We placed call out tickets on the

board and collected the key for top entrance.

Just time for a quick cup of tea before getting changed and

heading off up the hill to the entrance.

We all decided to climb up into upper arrete and down the

waterfall (which was wet).

Next off to the right and into the upper section of salubrious

where we followed the stream down and took a very nice

detour to see judge, trident and swamp creek for the few on

the trip that hadn’t seen it before.

It also gave me and Mak the chance to try out our camera

kit.

On to the crossroads and over towards Presidents hole, then

up to a point where the two groups split. Our group climbed

up into Moonlight chamber and the others carried on down

to Hadens dig and into Deja Rue.

As we were not that far from moonlight chamber and it

didn’t take that long to climb into it we also went down to

Deja Rue, which is a nice passage with a very fancy

formation on the wall, it then gets slightly smaller where it

starts to get wet.

This is normally the end for most people except those that

want to get wet by sticking their face / ear in the water, as

Big (and now very wet) Stu found out.

We headed out via Edward shortcut and into Gnome

passage then onto the gate where we were greeted with a

beautiful sunset over the Welsh mountains.

Back to the South Wales hut to get changed and a cuppa

before driving home.

A good trip to start 2007 with. Paul Wakeling

01 January 2007  Burrington Combe Caves   Rich, Alison

Moody, Nigel and Claire.

It was sunny! Actual sun! *Far* too nice to go underground.

So I suggested ladder and rope training on the tower. Rich

suggested all the squigly bits of Swildon's entrance series

(which I would like to do) and Alison came up with the best

suggestion of them all - working our way through all the

tiny caves in Burrington Combe: lots of meandering about

on hillsides in the sunshine!

So armed with a copy of 'Complete caves' we parked at the

top and worked our way down:

Elephants Hole: Rich went in at the top, Alison, Nigel and

I at the bottom. Alison could see Rich's boots but no way to

get through. We then swapped round, I discovered too the

impossibility of a through trip. Still, ten mins with a

trenching tool, Alison reckons.

Next Lizard's Hole - only Rich descended this shaft. A

horrendous, steep, exposed climb across the hill side took

us to Frog hole, where Rich and Alison, then Nigel and I did

the 'Frog Hole Exchange' - one in at top, one in at bottom

and cross over.

The next climb reminded me of that description of cavers as

people who dress up in silly outfits and then scramble about

inside holes in mountains. Climbers are people who do

exactly the same, only the caves are invisible. All good for

my fear of heights though! Made it to Toads Hole - a mine

shaft, rope descent through holly bush, climb out.

Down the hill and across the road to Boulder Shaft. It's a

shaft, with boulders. Alison discovered a new cave - (a hole

with a boulder shoved across the top) - which is trying to

avoid the nick name 'Piss Hole' after Rich took a break.

Then Foxes Hole - an actual cave which you could go in

and explore and everything. Very exciting. *And* we even

remembered the combination lock number.

Trat's Crag is memorable only because all 4 of us got in at

the same time, and we were joking about the MRO

headlines were we to get stuck. We bypassed the next cave

because of time and safety considerations!

Onwards and upwards to Witcombes. Poor cave was in the

middle so I have no chance of remembering it, just the

scramble to get across to it. At least there were trees so you

couldn't fall far.

Tunnel Cave was, well, a tunnel. And then down to Twin

Twins, (4 entrances, three connecting tunnels) and we

pushed every through route possible, with the men deciding

the last was a definite 'ladies only' job. My first ever

experience of digging, and it was very successful! (Still not

going down Tumbledown though.)

10 caves, 4 hours, and we even saw the sun. Good trip all

round. And after talking to Alison I'm wondering if I too

could fit through the Swildon's over-flow pipe.  Claire

Morton.

Wed night caving. Holiday is over and we're back to our

Wednesday night routine........

03 January 2007.  Swildons Hole  Jude, Adrian, Stu, Geoff,

Niknak, Pauline, Andy, Michele, Rich and Claire. Who said

caving numbers were on the decline ?!

Geoff and Stu took Andy and his girlfriend Michele down

to Sump 1. Rich and I went round Upper Series, and all the

rest got as far as the double pots before turning back. Upper

series crawl was good. After a failed attempt to fit throught

the overflow pipe (just another inch and I'd have made it) I

entered the normal way. Then it was through the zig-zag,

down the long dry way (calling in  the new grotto on the

way and seeing a bat), up the short dry, down the long dry

to the oxbows, up to Butcombe chamber, to the streamway

and up the Wet way, crawling along the top with a nice step

over the well (still don't like heights), down the other

oxbow, back up the wet way (by request. Just coz I'm scared

doesn't mean I'm content with being scared) and then an

unusual climb up to the entrance and out. I was lost for

almost all of it - quite an achievment in the cave I know the

best.

Cup of tea back at the hut, stayed until conversation turned

to the Sump 1 rope controversy (for about the fiftieth time

this week) at which point I bowed out and went home.

Claire
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From John Hurst:-

Went with my son Peter down to Upper Pitts the

Wednesday after Christmas and returned yesterday. I

thought it was surprisingly quiet as I had expected there to

be lots of peoples working off the usual seasonal excesses.

Simon was there when we arrived and although he had

planned to go home that evening very kindly stayed an

additional day and took us around Swildon's short round

trip (28 December 2006). We had a brilliant two and half

hours caving; it would have taken a lot less time had Simon

not insisted that I lead. What can I say; "follow me at your

peril" might be apt. 

On Friday Peter and I attempted to find GB's Bat Passage

and the large chamber at the end of the ladder dig. We

found Bat Passage and were well impressed with

decoration, splendid stuff but we didn't find the chamber.

We had three goes climbing up, once on the way through to

Bat Passage and twice on the way back. I tried just after

leaving Bat Passage on the way back and I felt I was

following a pretty well defined route, which seemed to

disappear on gaining height. On reading the description on

returning to the hut it would appear that I was probably on

the recommended way through but I just didn't get high

enough.. 

That evening  Ali asked what we were doing on Saturday

and whether we'd like to go to St Cuthbert's, if it wasn't too

wet. So we added St Cuthbert's to our tally. We joined

Wayne Starsmore, another Peter, and Ali; and had an

absolutely tremendous time romping around St Cuthbert's;

Pete and I were extremely pleased we stayed a day longer,

fantastic fun and great sport too - the cave decoration is

terrific as well. John Hurst

06 January 2007 Ogof Draenen Geoff, Jude, Clive, Claire

and Stu.

Nice day trip to Wales, splashy entrance then traipsed off to

find Knees-Up-Mother-Brown. Slight navigational

difficulties between the two pitches, not helped by Stu who

“Saw the rope” but didn’t think it was the way on we were

all looking for. Very pretty glittery passage when we found

it - white limestone and crystal trails. Alice in wonderland

style passage (getting smaller and smaller) crawls, rifts and

then found 6  Heaven with some pretty  formations.  Goingth

out was quicker than going in so we went with Clive to “T”

Junction to hold flash-guns while he took photographs. Lots

of boulder clambering. Exited to a beautiful mild sunny day

(for Draenen) for changing. Claire

17 January 2007 Eastwater Geoff, Clarey, Fiona, Michele

and Jonathan.

Eastwater Upper Traverse. Michele was very apprehensive

at the entrance but managed it after much complaining

(Michele) and cajoling (Andy and Geoff). Michele needed

quite a bit more help on the way down (Thanks Fiona) but

once we’d passed the lower traverse it was plain sailing. I

find it difficult going into (down) and much easier climbing

back out. Michele

20 January 2007 Shatter Cave Phil. Ric Haliwell, Graham

Bowden, Wayne Starsmore, Prew.

After my efforts gingling the top of the shaft to the

streamwayI thought that I’d better go down it  - and test the

resin anchor. Thrutching through the constriction near the

top in a shower of loose stones I joined Ric l who had

bravely gone down first. Wriggled down the shaft to the

downstream pool. Good flow, but over welly depth, so did

not drop in. Ric did similar in the upstream rift. Quite a

muddy shite-hole, no prospects. A one-off collectors piece.

Meanwhile Prew led Graham Bowden and Wayne

Starsmore into the cave. Ric and I met them at Diesel

Chamber and took them on as far a Pizza Passage while

Prew photographed his way out. Generally pleasant

afternoon trundle. Phil.

20 January 2007 Charterhouse Cave Pete Hahn, Aubrey,

Ali.

Trip to start work on the boulder choke again. Hopefully,

one large boulder is no now more. Cave very draughty, Trip

enlivened by the sight of a semi-naked man passing through

the squeeze by the old gate! I would have given anything for

a camera. ????

21 January 2007 Ogof Draenen   Mark, Bean,Mak, Paul 

A trip to visit the bitter end of the Wessex series to check

out some leads left during the original exploration and to

see the blue stal. Had forgotten how many passages go off

in the complex area around Isotonic Weirdways ! Still we

eventually reached Cairn Chamber and detoured for a look

at Marks Garage. We were gutted ! The fine aragonite

formations (called 'Nothing') have been completely muddied

by persons unknown pushing past them to reach the passage

beyond (we always removed oversuits to pass them) There

is no excuse for this vandalism ! Seething we moved on for

some photos at Pondlife at the end of 'Come Back You

Pastard’ passage. These have faired somewhat better. Still

Pissed off with the ##xxers that had ruined the stal we

trudged back towards Wyvern Hall identifying two 'goers'

on the way that warrant some work in the near future. Out

to a bitterly cold car park - usual for Draenen !

(Never made the blue stal but I 'spect it'll be there for next

time)

27 January 2007.   Rhino Rift.

Stuart Genders, Tigger (alias Alan Alsop), Ken Dawe  plus

Ian X and Alistair Gordon, both DMC.

Trip was a triumph of geriatricity over efficiency.   Alistair

forgot both his boots and oversuit!  Ken supervised the rope

selection, but completely forgot karabiners or rapides for

the direct route!   Eventually all was resolved. Stuart and

Ken did the direct route with some aplomb.  Alistair did fine

with the first pitch of the R.H. route but then lost the way.

 However, all got to the bottom (less the final wriggly bit -

never done it and don't intend to) and out by a combination

of routes.  A B.E.C party there at the same time were

nostalgically impressed by the smell of my carbide" Ken

27 January 2007 Swildons Andy Morse, Steve Burchmore,

Niall Slater (?) John Watson.

Trip down to sump 1. Steve and Niall went through to sump

2. Others older and wiser  .Andy
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28 January 2007 Longwood Swallet Andy Morse, Steve,

Niall, Ann Vdp

Nice trip down to stream-way and back again. (Quite wet so

no downstream August Hole). We went upstream for a bit

with the faster and fitter (Andy and Niall) going as far

upstream as possible. Then downstream with Ann and

Steve, turning back before it got too wet. Then back out,

where the cave seems to have shrunk around the top of the

ladder for certain people who displayed fantastic talents at

excruciating noises, sounding particularly painful, but with

an audible “Pop”, and a sigh of relief for Andy, behind, all

exited safely.  Andy

30 January 2007 Swildons Claire

First ever solo trip, down to 20 and back. It’s a different

experience on your own. The water sounds louder and I was

much more aware of how the passageway looked. Turned

off head-torch, to see what I’d do if lights failed.- took three

steps, remembered Simon’s broken back and decided that

I’d just sit tight. Claire

China Show Caves. Guilin and Guiyang. ............................  Richard M Carey

Some of you will already know that I spent 6 months

teaching ( well I tried) English in China. I was based near

Hong Kong which turned out to be a long way from

anything remotely interesting. However I did manage to

visit Guilin (Guanxi province ) and Guiyang ( Guizhou)

both of which are notable limestone areas.

My first visit was to Guilin. Although it was only 500

kilometres away I opted to fly (50 minutes) as the train

would have taken 24 hours. In full tourist mode I first opted

for a boat trip down the Li river gorge. The scenery was

fantastic and I got a good view of the tower karst that this

area is famous for. This is "chocolate box country". If you

have ever seen a Chinese drawing of a gorge this is where

it was done. It was a cloudy day so the pictures are actually

post cards purchased locally as my photos were not that

good. About half way through the tour I spotted a large

resurgence and discovered that this  was Crown Cave. We

duly arrived at Yangshuo where we fought off the numerous

locals trying to sell souvenirs. After a quick tour to see

fishing with cormorants I returned to Guilin.

The next day I arranged to visit Reed Flute Cave. Not a

particularly large cave but nicely decorated although the

lighting was very garish with bright

blue, green, red and so on. Imagine

them in normal colour and they

would have been very impressive.

Next was Crown Cave the resurgence

seen from the boat. Once again a very

touristy cave and the ticket office was

a bout 2 k from the entrance. There

were pony carts or a monorail (extra

of course) so I opted to walk. The

entrance to the cave is a 50 foot shaft

but with a panoramic lift. A nice

touch I thought. The lighting started

off low key but soon returned to the

garish colours of before. In addition

to this there were traditionally

dressed locals singing a welcome at

the entrance to each chamber. This

cave was slightly larger and the

formations, stalactites, stalagmites

and columns were very impressive.

There was a train and a boat trip

down the river passage before arriving at the resurgence.

There was a waterfall but more money was required to enter

this part of the cave.  I then returned through the cave to exit

from the entrance.

To finish off in Guilin I went to Seven Stars Park to visit the

cave there. This was definitely not as touristy as the others

and I was left to explore on my own. This was a large fossil

passage on the scale of Aggy main passage with not too

much on the decoration front but interesting from the point

of view that this is probably where the Li River used to run

many moons ago. There were a few other fragments around

Guilin most notably Elephant Trunk Hill.

My next adventure was to Guiyang. The initial idea was to

visit Hangguoshu Falls and to see what else was around.

The trip to Hangguoshu include a visit to Guan Xing Cave,

not very interesting to a caver as it was full of statues of

Buddha. Next was a visit to Longgong Cave. This is cave

can only be visited by boat and despite the poor use of

coloured lights was very interesting. The time constraints

did not allow a complete exploration. Next was Qian Xing
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Bridge. An impressive limestone gorge with what would

have been some impressive water falls had the river not

been practically dry. About half way down the route

disappeared into the hillside and although it began as a

small stooping passage it soon popped out into a large

chamber complete with what was becoming the obligatory

huge stal and columns. This soon resumed the path and we

then headed to the falls. Despite the lack of rain the 51m

falls were still fairly impressive.

My final day in Guiyang was reserved for Zhijin Cave.

Hailed as China's number one show cave my expectations

were high. After a 4 hour minibus ride zig zagging through

mountain passes we arrived at the visitor centre. This was

actually very well organised with scientific explanations as

well as the usual tourist waffle. Well! I was not

disappointed. The entrance was the size of the Diau and did

not get any smaller. The stal again was super impressive and

in the largest chamber 50m X 70m X 420m there was such

a variety of stal and columns that it really defies description.

The lighting was very low key and this is probably the most

beautiful cave I have ever seen. After this the four hour

return journey passed in the blink of an eye. Mission

accomplished. I may as well go home now and do some real

caving on the Mendips. 

Review: Axbridge Caving Group Occasional Publication No. 5 (2006) 
Edited by Alan Gray.

Hours of work by Alan Gray have resulted in a magnificent

record of the history of the Axbridge fro 1950 to 2005.  It

is condensed onto two DVD discs, accompanied by a

booklet explaining their contents and how to access them.

The first disc contains three films made over the years by

the club between 1951 and 1970.  Although crude by

modern standards of underground video film-making, they

were pioneering in their day, and provide an interesting

insight into the clothing and kit of the period.  Not to

mention images of some well-known cavers when they were

younger!  They will run on the Wessex computer, but are

very slow - they will probably run better on a dedicated

DVD player.

On the second disc will be found all of the Axbridge caving

log books, minutes, publications, photographs (including the

Wessex Challenge in 1989, 1991 and 1999), and

membership lists for the last 55 years.  There are also two

audio tape recordings of H.E. Balch in 1952 and 1955, and

a list of web sites, plus ACG-related newspaper cuttings -

even illustrations of club clothing!

With the booklet as a guide, it is easy to access and search

the documents, which are JPEGs, accompanied by databases

to make finding individual items much simpler.

Congratulations must go to Alan for his dedication in

condensing 55 years of the Axbridge history into such a

useful reference tool for ACG members and others.  
Phil Hendy

Templeton Update     Phil Hendy

"Only another few feet, and we'll have a change in

character."  This has been the mantra at Templeton for the

last fifty feet.  Yet the dig continues relentlessly downwards,

narrowing slightly, curving gently to the east, but essentially

the same as before.

The fill continues to be mud and rock, which was taken up

via two wooden platforms to the 6th steel platform at -142ft,

and thence to the surface.  Digging twice a week, we were

able to bring out 2 - 6 skips per session.

Then on May 22nd, after a spell of heavy rain, we found
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that the dig was flooded.  Over the next week or so, the

depth increased to 7ft, which allowed some exclusive

swimming but little else.  We discussed our options in the

Hunters.

Having discarded ideas involving bucket chains,

Archimedes screws, freezing, boiling and turning the water

to a gel, we were left with pumping.  More pints flowed as

we considered diaphragm, piston, centrifugal and

rag-and-chain pumps, together with flow rates, pipe

diameters and power sources.  Meanwhile, it was observed

that during dry periods, the depth of water fell to a static

18", which was encouraging.  Probing the floor showed the

clay layer (interspersed with rocks) was at least 6ft deep,

though a drain hole could not be opened.  

Eventually Tuska sourced a 1950s Lister double-acting

piston pump, which at only 50 years old seemed hardly

run-in.  It was fitted with an electric motor, and installed on

the 6th platform in August.  It ran off the small generator,

which had replaced the knackered Briggs and Stratton.  The

pump ran well, lifting around 22 litres per minute, though

most of the lights had to be turned off, and those remaining

dimmed when the pump was started under load.  It was

found to be possible to drain the 18" of water at the bottom,

and still have time to do some digging.

The problem was that the pump could handle sludge, but not

grit.  It kept failing, either through grit, sludge settling in the

long pipe up to the surface between sessions, or the

non-return valve at the bottom jamming.  We also found

that the pump was not very efficient at raising water the 15ft

or so from the bottom to the 6th platform, though it would

happily push it up to the surface.  After several episodes of

extreme pump maintenance, in November John Hill and Jim

Young brought it to the surface for fettling, and another

pump was added to the system.  This, a Patay hand-powered

diaphragm pump, sits on the upper wooden platform.  Water

is drawn in via a hose surrounded by a perforated pipe to

keep gravel out, and is lifted to a barrel on the 6th platform.

An overflow pipe allows it to enter a second barrel, through

a mesh basket and fleece pond filter.  From there, the Lister

takes it to the surface.  The up-pipe now has a drain valve

just above the pump, so it can be emptied of water and silt

between sessions.

Heavy rain in late November / early December prevented

pumping and digging however, as with up to 9ft of water in

the shaft, it could not be drained in an evening.  Attention

was given to the Annexe, the short pot below the top ladder.

A scaffold pole jib was fixed over the pit from the top

gantry rails, and after a period of hauling by hand, the

NHASA winch was removed from the 2nd platform, and

fixed to the top railings.  (This winch previously saw service

at the bottom of Lodmore Hole.)  After some walling to

stabilise the sides, mud and rock can now be raised to the

top gantry, and then tipped into the skip, which is lowered

to the bottom of the incline.  Three skip-fulls can be

removed in a session, though as soon as the weather

permits, it is intended to return to the bottom of the main

shaft.

Another dimension of interest was added to the dig in

October, when Graham Bowden, leveling the spoil heap,

found an unusually-shaped black stone.  He put it in his

pocket to examine later, when to his surprise, it looked like

a tooth.  A subsequent search of the spoil heap revealed

more tooth fragments, and pieces of bone.  The teeth were

identified by Dr. Andy Currant of the Natural History

Museum as Steppe Mammoth (Mammuthus Trogontherii).

This beast, one of the largest of the mammoths at around

4.5m high at the withers, was wandering around Mendip

during an interglacial period about 170,000 years ago.  It is

probably only the third recorded occurrence on Mendip.

Smaller fragments have since been found by the author.

They came from the last skip-load to be brought up from the

bottom, and it is interesting to speculate how they got there,

as it is unlikely that Templeton was ever an open shaft

which could act as a pit-fall.  It is likely that more will turn

up in the spoil once digging resumes, though Dr. Currant

wants us to look for vole teeth, as they can tell us more

about the climate and vegetation at the time in question.

The bottom of the dig could not go on being ignored.  In

December, Nigel Taylor was enlisted to try to solve the

flooding problem.  A scaffold pole, with a wooden plug at

the end, was driven into the mud, and a small explosive

charge detonated as a camouflet.  The resulting cavity was

then packed with explosive, which was set off from the

surface.  This had the desired effect, in that the water level

is now much lower, allowing the bottom to be pumped dry

in much less time.  The pump is still playing up, but at the

time of writing, four skips of mud and stone have been dug

out, and progress has restarted.  Unfortunately the lower

wooden platform took the brunt of the blast, and is twisted

beyond use.  However, we are now too deep for it to be of

any use, and spoil is being hauled to the skip using a rope

and pulley - crude, but tried and tested.

Templeton seems reluctant to reveal its' secrets, but the

team continues to work, convinced as ever that a

breakthrough is only a few more feet away.  Phil

Denis Warburton’s cine filming...................................Maurice Hewins

Denis, whose obituary appeared recently in the Journal, was

indeed a man of many parts. This is immediately apparent

from some copies of his caving log in my possession. When

the entry below was written Denis was involved in

surveying, cine photography and was planning to re-open

Cow Hole.  

“March 9-11 1962. Drove down to Nailsea from

Kingswinford, having a very good run and reaching Phil’s

(Davies) just before midnight. Nattered till 3.30 am  and

then didn’t sleep well as I had a nice set of bruises on my

ribs from the judo session.

Went  to Wynhol (?) Sat am but couldn’t stop very long as

I had to be at the Wellsway Inn to join Alan (Surrall) for a

pint of lunch. This was to be our first filming session

underground, and it was about 2pm when we got

underground in Lamb Leer. The first shot, near  the foot of

the entrance ladder took us about half an hour to get an 8

second shot in the can,  and involved quite a lot of

rehearsals, exposure testing etc. Then we moved the 45lb

battery pack down to the Beehive and started filming in real
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earnest! Our main flood was 8 x 12v 6w car sidelight bulbs

run at 27 volts.   This gave us about 120 watts of well over-

run light, and according to tests should be sufficient for

shots of about 13 feet. The spotlight was a 26v 140w, which

was very much more directional, more powerful at the

centre, less over-run and of problematical use.

I had spent several hours at home preparing an exact

shooting script, but I thought that we should have to scrap

it completely under cave conditions. However we followed

it very well indeed except for extreme close ups that I

decided to take outside the cave anyway, as the problems of

lighting and distance were a bit acute in the mud and

darkness. Every shot was rehearsed carefully, and one or

two minor alterations made to some shots for (we hoped)

increased effect.

The film was to be of survey work, as this gave us

possibilities of action shots at a reasonably close range, but

it meant that we had to take the whole lot down the cave,

battery box, lights, 2 survey packs and camera box and

tripod. With only Alan, Barbara (Surrall) and myself it

became a bit involved at times, as I scripted parts for 3

people, but by changing operators of lights and camera we

got us all in, and in one or two shots I had  both Alan and

Barbara.  The only incident was when Alan slipped near the

beehive carrying the battery box, which landed on his thigh

with the hell of a bash. Most of the shots were between 3

and 8 seconds, but the last was a 25 second shot of the two

of them
climbing down the beehive, into the main passage and on

into the distance.

When we came out the weather was really vile, a genuine

“Mendipper”. Alan went off to Wells to hear a lecture at the

Museum and I took Barbara back to Nailsea, where we

spent the evening nattering.  

We were up early on Sunday morning and across to Lamb

Leer again, this time for a spot of survey work. The first bit

was a passage running east from the foot of the entrance

shaft. I expected it to be a couple of easy legs, but it went

round a corner and then under an aven system. Phil and I

got into this, surveyed it (not easy for grade V) and in the

process found two possible extensions- a very tight vertical

squeeze and a boulder choked pot which could easily be

cleared. That passage took us quite a while to survey, and

then we went down to the Beehive and tackled the passage

off from that.

With four or us (Phil, Alan, Barbara and myself) we went at

an incredible speed: Alan doing nothing but read

instruments and me doing nothing but make notes, the other

two setting out the target positions. We did 240 ft of

passage in about 40 minutes  to the very highest accuracy

our instruments would manage, and then went back to the

entrance and had a look at the upper of two small passages

running south. There were one or two interesting points here

comparing the old survey with our findings, and it seems

that a climb of the old entrance shaft would be a good idea,

if it proves to be possible. There is still a lot of work to do

in Lamb Leer before we can publish the plan.

Then across to Hillgrove to talk to Charles Bryant on

surveys and Bob Woolley on tackle, and to Washpool to see

Luke about more tackle and finally another marathon

committee meeting. Four and a half hours of intensive work.

Finally ordered the car badges. Also got underway the

survey publication system and started discussions on a

Mendip atlas of surveys. Came home from Nailsea in 2

hours!!”

Transcriber’s notes  

The Lamb Leer survey remains the definitive product,

though the cave has been closed to cavers for many years.

(Is it not time for cavers to rethink what is a realistic price

to pay for the lease to one of Mendip’s principal caves?),

Unfortunately the search is still on for Warburton’s missing

Lamb Leer film. However some years ago he deposited

some other 8mm footage with the Wells Museum/ UBSS

Cave Cine Archive. Among this is a fascinating sequence

showing the team filming in Long Churn during a Wessex

Easter Weekend in 1962.  It includes the few of Denis’s

underground shots that have so far been found.

The following Easter the Warburton/Surrall team undertook

a more ambitious film in Sell Gill Pot. They even took a

tape recorder down. Denis published an article about it.

(Wessex Journal No. 89, Vol.7 April 1963 P. 192). Sadly

that film is also lost.

Denis also made a surface epic of the club dig at Cow Hole

in 1962. All his surviving film has recently been digitized

by Trilith, and the original film is now deposited at Wells

Museum. Wouldn’t it be grand if the rest of them turned up?

Phil Hendy

While speaking of missing imagery, a large archive of photographs collected and taken by Frank
Frost has vanished. Some of the photos belonged to Don Thompson. If anyone has any idea where
these might all be, please let us know. Editor
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In December while Biff was cavorting with the Yorkshire

Meet Mob, Lou brought her Coventry Mafia to Upper Pitts.

Their intentions were vague, apart from staying resolutely

above ground. Casual observations suggested that red wine,

mega-decibels, the New Inn and Retail Therapy all featured.

In a first for Upper Pitts they even said a Grace. The

stunned silence that this induced didn’t last: a marked

Cabernet Sauvignon / tongue interaction led to a raucous

meal with unseemly outbreaks of high morale. They were

disturbingly rivetted by Mike modelling the latest Warmbac

Diver Fashions. Couldn’t be Mike, obviously, but the kinky

garb and buckles.......  Maybe. Andy Ladell brought his

newly mended body for a caving trial with novice

guests Gobi and Denesh (a) as an excuse for a minimal

trial and (b) to hold his hand. Rich Carey made an

unwise (Several witnesses) offer to write about his

caving experiences in China. Tom (who rigged up the

Molephone) discovered that his caving clothes had

shrunk so much that he couldn’t go caving in them. And

not just his clothes, but also his boots. His boots????

Oh Purrleeease.  Upper Pittts conversations have led

from current build to inherited caving genetics. 

The club has lots of Father/Son cavers. Pauline and

Christine represent the distaff side, while the Morse and

the Vanderplank families all get underground together

occasionally. Mia  Delacour may be even younger than

Ali was when first underground with her Father, but a

definitive marker has set because Vern took Jack down

Avelines at 6 days old.

 A more select group are the “Three Generation”

families. These include the Prewer, Thomas, Dawe, and

Delacour mènages...... any more in this distinguished

clan? Names, details and photographs would be very

welcome.  Our caving secretary showed his mettle by

leaping from a hot shower into cold wet caving clothes

for a refresher trip to the twenty, and has also been seen

doing “Broken Back” physiotherapy on a Bouncy

Castle - as PSM training. The Hatstand is no longer a sump

virgin. 

Dr Strangelove’s maths may be weak. The Journal Editor

asked him for  an account of the pre-Christmas Yorkshire

meet. He apparently replied: “ Unfortunately there were

only four Wessex members that turned up in Yorkshire that

weekend and three of us are also NPC members so it turned

into an NPC club meet!
The Molephone

Prew, Helen and the
twins,  Izzy and Becky at
Goatchurch
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Wessex members may stay at these cottages for their members rates. In addition there are other
conditions (rules) and benefits specific to a particular cottage, these are detailed below

South Wales:

Westminster Speleological Group.

Groups of up to 6 may turn up on spec, more than that must

book in advance with the W estminster's Bookings Officer

or online at http://www.wsg.org.uk/

There are a set of Westminster keys at Upper Pitts for our

use, please ask a committee member.

Pending reciprocal arrangements:

South Wales Caving Club

In principle we have a reciprocal arrangement with SWCC

but the finer details have not yet been agreed, it is expected

to be similar to most of the other arrangements.

We will let you know as soon as we know.

Derbyshire:

Orpheus Caving Club.

Groups of up to 6 may turn up on spec, more than that must

book in advance with the Orpheus Bookings Officer, Jenny

Potts 01335-370629

There are a set of Orpheus keys at Upper Pitts for our use,

please ask a committee member. You are advised to avoid

their members weekends as the cottage can get very busy.

Y o u  c a n  c h e c k  a v a i l a b i l i t y  o n l i n e  a t

http://www.orpheuscavingclub.co.uk

Yorkshire Dales:

Craven Pothole Club.

Groups of up to 6 may turn up on spec, more than that must

book in advance with the Craven Bookings Officer

Northern Pennine Club.

Groups of up to 6 may turn up on spec, more than that must

book in advance with the NPC Bookings Officer. Keys are

held locally, make arrangements with an NPC member of

contact the bookings officer.

Devon

Devon Speleological Society

Whilst we have a reciprocal arrangement with the DSS their

cottage is quite small and we are required to book in

advance. You can check availability online at

http://www.southdartmoorbunkhouse.co.uk/

Amongst its membership the Wessex has several Cave Conservation Wardens who can organise trips
to the following restricted access caves. Please bear in mind that they all give up their time voluntarily.
Their prime responsibility is to safeguard the cave and it’s owner. Our continued access depends on this,
so please neither abuse the entry conditions, not ask our Wardens to connive in bending the rules.

Bunkers Hole

    Dave Meredith (To be confirmed)

    Les Williams (To be confirmed)

Charterhouse

    Rosie Freeman

    Rose Harrison-Wolf

Dan y Ogof

   Geoff Ballard

    Vern Freeman

    Emma Heron (To be confirmed)

    Mark Kellaway (To be confirmed)

    Clive Westlake

Fairy Cave Quarry Caves

    Jacky Ankerman

    Vern Freeman

    Phil Hendy

    Brian Prewer

Loxton Cavern

    Dave Cooke

    Adrian Vanderplank

OFD 1

    Dave Cooke

    Mark Helmore

    Andy Morse

    Brian Prewer

    Jonathan Williams

    Les Williams

    Clive Westlake 

NB. The SWCC have requested that we use our real names

rather than nicknames on the permit.

Penn Park Hole

???

Reservoir Hole

    Vern Freeman

    Phil Hendy

St Cuthberts

    Ric Halliwell

    Alison Moody
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    Vern Freeman

     Andy Sparrow

Upper Flood Swallet

    Jacky Ankerman

Fairy Cave Quarry Caves

    Vern Freeman

    Phil Hendy

As at 07 January 2007
Axbridge Caving Group Occ. Pub. 5 (Dec 06) (2 DVDs containing Publications, Photographs, Films,
Membership, Log Books, Balch Tape and Web Sites 1950 – 2005)
Bristol Exploration Club.  Belfry Bulletin 55, 2 (525) (Summer 06) 

(Rose Cottage Cave, Sand Point), 3 (526) (Aut 06) 

(Rose Cottage, Cleeve Mines)   55, 3 (526) Autumn 06)

B.C.A. Handbook 2006-2007    B.C.A. Youth and Development Campaign (leaflet) BCA N/L 7 (Dec 06)

B.C.R.A. Bull.  Speleology 7 (Aug 06)

C.D.G. N/L 161 (Oct 06)

Chelsea S.S. N/L 48, 8/9 (Aug/Sep 06), 10 (Oct 06)

Chelsea S.S. N/L 48, 11 (Nov 06)  59, 1 (Jan 07) (Comparison of white LED caving lamps: S. France)

Craven P.C. Record 84 (Oct 06)

Crunden R. Gaping Gill (unpubl. ms, transcribed by Ric Halliwell)

Descent 192 (Oct/Nov 06)

MCG ‘News’ 330 (Oct 05), 331 (Dec 05), 332 (Feb 06)  MCG News.  333-337 (May-Nov 06) (Upper Flood Swallet)

M.N.R.C. N/L 110 (Aut 06)

Petzl catalogue (2006)

Shepton Mallet C.C.  Occ. Publ. 10. The Caves of the 

Nam Nao National Park. Phetchabun, Thailand

Spel. Union of Ireland.  Underground. 68 (Summer 06)

Westminster S.G. N/L 2006/3 (Jul 06)

Donated by H. Dunnicliff:

Swildon’s Hole survey (1953)

WCC various circulars (New Series)

Derbyshire Caving Association N/L  5  (Sep 66)

4 or 5 (New Series) (Oct 69)

Proc. UBSS 5, 2 (Aug 44), 3 (Dec 46)

Cadoux J. (1955) One Thousand Metres Down 

Coleman J.C. (1965) The Caves of Ireland

D.C.A. ‘Derbyshire Caver’ 125 (Autumn 06)

Descent 193 (Dec06/Jan07) (Upper Flood)

Soc. Spel. de Wallonie (Belgium) Regards #65 (Oct/Nov 06)

Westminster Speleological Group.  N/L  2006/4 (Oct 06)

White Rose Pothole Club.  N/L  25, 2, 3. (May, Aug 06)

Devenish L.W.E. Notebooks 1940 – 1947 (Transcribed by Phil Hendy)

Hannah Firth: The Aggregate Landscape of Mendip: Predicting the Archaeological Resource.  English Heritage.

Word document on CD-ROM.  Assessing the archaeological record within the area of Mendip which may be required for

aggregate extraction (quarrying), with a comparison with buffer zones.  Several cave sites and other areas of interest of cavers

are listed.

CD-ROM : Balch and Bob Davies Photo Collections. 

CD-ROM: J.S. Wilkins Photo Collection

Pelote (Greek cave survey).  Donated M. Foyle
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Club Meets

23 Feb Derbyshire Meet,
Orpheus Hut

10 March Upper Pitts. 
PSM Training

24 March Upper Pitts. 
PSM Training

21 April Upper Pitts. 
PSM Training

Bank Hol.5-7 May South Wales -
Penderyn

For the latest diary details, please visit the Club

Web-Site, www.wessex-cave-club.org  Or contact

Simon Richardson on Mobile: 07788 978 964
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